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Introduction 
 

First of all, thank you very much for downloading and using my application. 

 

This is a user guide for GedcomLab, which is comprehensive application to view and analyze GEDCOM files.  

 

Any feedback is highly appreciated! 

Thank you in anticipation! 

 

More information can be found here:  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/767026554553231 

Webpage: http://users.atw.hu/tamascsorgo 

 

In case of any questions or problems, support can be requested here: 

SUPPORT EMAIL: tcsorgo@gmail.com 

SUPPORT HELP DESK SITE: http:// users.atw.hu/tamascsorgo/helpdesk  
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Application structure 
 

 

 

Application has six different work area. 

1. Menu 

2. Tabs for the different modules 

3. Main area displaying messages when GEDCOM files are processed.  

4. Notes area where warning messages are displayed during the application usage. When application found a 

problem and wrote into the warning list, then that is saved into error.log as well. 

5. Status area where the actual description of actual work process is written e.g.: opening database… 
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Registration 
In order to know the popularity of this application, a very simple registration is required. Clicking on the About / 

Registration button following message is shown.  

 

 

Click on Yes to complete the registration. In this case an individual key will be created for this application copy. This 

key can not be modified. Copy this on the clipboard and click on the “Open online registration page”. On that page 

copy the key into the serial key field and click on the “” button. Code will be displayed at the top within the green 

area.  

Registration page: http://users.atw.hu/gedcomlab/registration/register.php 
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Paste the received code into the bottom field and click on the register button. If code is invalid, the following 

message will be shown. 

 

If code is valid, following message will be shown and registration will be finished.  
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Open GEDCOM file (*.ged) 
This is the first and base operation before the work with GEDCOM file can be started. Select a GEDCOM file and the 

application will convert and load this into the application. Processed GEDCOm file is stored in csv files with 

“.gedcomlab” extension. 

 

Bigger GEDCOM files take longer to process. One GEDCOM file need to be loaded one time which is saved into the 

“files” folder with “gedcomlab” name. If you want to keep this, you can “Save As” to GedcomLab project into any 

place on your disk.  Later the saved file can be used for further analysis.  

Progress indicator on the top area will show the percentage of the readiness. If need, the operation can be 

cancelled by clicking on the right button.  
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After loading the GEDCOM file, the main information is written on the main page. 

 

During this operation the tables (no. 2 area) are filled by the appropriate information out. Please note that this 

application was developed only for viewing and analyzing GEDCOM files and not to create or modify. Because of 

this the tables are in read-only mode.  

Different tables are shown later separately.  

Fields containing date information are converted to standard date format. When there is no complete information 

(e.g.: only year), then it is completed with Month 1 or Day 1. Sample: “1855” converted to “01.01.1855”. During 

database analysis, this type of date is not considered.  
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Open GEDCOM project (*.csv) 
This will open an existing project as main, so all tables are visible on the pages. According to the size of the family 

tree, it may take longer to open.  
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Recreate GEDCOM (*.ged) 
This will create a new gedcom file from the GEDCOM table of the main project file. For example, this function can 

be used when there is a project, but you are not sure which gedcom file was converted from.  

New file is saved into the “gedcom” folder as “original_gedcom.ged”. 
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Comparison 
This function is activated when there are main and secondary projects open. Using this function, you can compare 

the main and secondary projects. This feature will compare the secondary project to the base one and list the 

matching individuals. Percentage of the accepted limit can be set in the Settings – Comparison page.  

When comparison is finished the result is loaded.  
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Analysis 
This tool helps you to detect different type of failures in your gedcom file.  
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Validation 
This tool can be used to check your GEDCOM file according to the gedcom standards. First, the application will try 

to detect the version number of your gedcom file.  

Application is able to validate according to 5.5.1 and 5.5.5 standards.  
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Settings 
General settings of the application. 

 

Confirm exit: if selected, a message will be displayed asking a confirmation to close the application.  

Start with maximized screen: if selected, the application will start with full screen.  

Check for upgrade at start: if selected, application will try to check the latest version from internet and compare to 

the used one. When new version is available, user will be notified.  

 

 

Delete “/” from names: if selected, the application will delete “/” from names. This mark is used by GEDCOM file to 

separate the surname, but it is not important to see in the view mode.   

Do not look for further matches when first 100% match has been found (recommended for big files because 

comparison of databases will be faster): comparison function is able to compare and evaluate the similarity of two 
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people with a percentage value. If selected, then the given person will not be compared to others if she/he has a 

100% match.  
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Set language: clicking on this button an open dialog will open pointing to the language folder which contains the 

available language files. Select any file with *.po extension and application will load that. You can do your own 

language file, if you want. Make a copy about one of the available language file and open it with a text editor. You 

have to translate only the rows starting with “msgid”. Filename format is the following: GedcomMaster.XX.po 

where XX is the language abbreviation.  

Set color, set font: these buttons can be used to modify the color and font of the application in order to change the 

visualization a little bit, as you want. Default font name is Microsoft Sans Serif. If you do not want to use the 

modified color and font, you can reset them. After resetting, an application restart will be necessary.  

Leave the rows out from analysis and comparison where name is missing: in case of analysis and comparison, 

these empty rows can give disturbing and unnecessary results. For example, if there are a lot of rows without 

names, they will be taken as duplicated people because their names are the same. If selected, then the analyzer 

and comparison routines will leave them out.  

Similarity is accepted if bigger than: within comparison module, the individuals are compared to each other. If 

similarity is bigger than here specified, than comparison module will handle that as same people. Similarity value 

can be seen in the match field of the comparison module database.  

 

On this setting page the user can select which analysis items are performed and set some basic preferences. 
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GEDCOM table 
This table contains the original gedcom file per rows.  
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Header table 
This table contains the header information of the gedcom file, which is a mandatory part of that.  
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Submitter table 
This table contains the submitter information of the gedcom file, if exists.  
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Individual table 
This is the main and the most important part of the database. It is filled with all necessary individual information 

from the loaded gedcom file.  

 

By double clicking on any row, the details if that individual will be shown.  
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Family table 
This is the second important part of the database. It contains the families with their necessary details.  
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Event table 
This table contains all the event items found in the gedcom file. Please note that event items are possible within a 

group as well and not only as a separate group with @ID. 
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Repository table 
This table contains the repository information of the gedcom file, if exists.  
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Object table 
This table contains the files which are linked into the gedcom file.  
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Source table 
This table contains the source information of the gedcom file, if exists.  
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Note table 
This table contains the notes which were added to any of the gedcom records.  
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Failed rows 
This table contains the gedcom rows which were not processed due to any failure.  
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Unused tags 
This table contains the tags which were not processed because they are required to use to see the main content of 

the gedcom file.  
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Places 
This table contains the place information of the gedcom file, grouped.  
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Surnames 
This table contains the surname information of the gedcom file, grouped.  
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Tags 
This table contains the tag information of the gedcom file, grouped. Tags to analyze can be modified by the user. 
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Broken links 
This table contains the list about IDs. which are alone in the gedcom file without any connection.  
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Duplicates 
This table contains the list of individuals, which are probably duplicated.  
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Queries 
This table contains a special feature to run pre-defined queries.  
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About 
This page contains some information about the application and configuration file versions, and policies. 

Additionally, you can initiate here bug reports or feature requests. You can reach the private Facebook page and 

forum as well.  
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